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Blue Moon Rising
Can the connection between Soul Mate's last forever? Or will secrets and betrayal tear them apart? In this final chapter of
The Blue Moon Series, Blood Moon will twist the ideals of the wolf pack and break the hearts of it's leaders. Teagan and
Summer Harley have finally found peace in the life they created as the leaders of the Original Pack and by joining forces
with the Wolf Hunter's. Although their peace will be tested by both life and death. Teagan's doubts have haunted him since
the birth of their daughter, Ruby, just as Vivian predicted and he is unable to hide it from Summer. His neglect doesn't go
unnoticed. After a tragic turn of events on the compound, Teagan is left with a decision he never had to make and a future
that no one saw coming. The prosperous home that they created will be ripped at the seams by lies and murderous deceit.
Summer will be left with the decision to be with her Soul Mate or leave him and their family behind for a new life with a
fallen wolf.

Strawberry Wine
For a fleeting instant Maria thought she saw a little white horse with a flowing mane and tail, head raised, poised, halted in
mid-flight, as though it had seen her and was glad.' The beautiful valley of Moonacre is shadowed by the memory of the
Moon Princess and the mysterious little white horse. When Maria Merryweather comes there on a visit she finds herself
involved with an ancient feud. She is determined to restore peace and happiness to the whole of Moonacre Valley. And
Maria usually gets her own way

The Perfect Match
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Everyone remembers their first love. For me he was the one that swept me off my feet with just a look and showed me just
how bad it hurts to have a broken heart. Luke was many years older than me and a player. His idea of a good time was
seeing how many women he could get to fall into his bed. Needless to say my heart wasn't the only one broken by him.
Years after he drifted out of my life I still ached for him. I'm not even sure you could call what I was doing living after he left.
But time continued to move on. I grew up, got a college degree, and moved to the big city to escape my life along with the
memories of him. Fates a real bitch though. Just when I thought I could finally forget the lover who'd destroyed my soul, I
walked head first into his den. I'm a journalist now, and my first assignment? Covering the opening of Luke's new tattoo
parlor. Like I said, fate. One look into his blue eyes and I'm remembering drinking strawberry wine and falling into his bed
ready to forget how easily he walked out of my life. My only sanity? My best friend and roommate, Jake. He's that guy that
you can always depend on, the one you have to call your friend because he's just too sweet to be anything else. There was
no doubt I was going to end up sleeping with Luke, the only question was could Jake save me from myself when he broke
my heart again. Love wasn't really what I felt for Luke. Obsession would be closer to the real truth. I know he's the worst
thing that could ever happen in my life but he was like chocolate. Once you get a taste you don't care how bad it is for you,
you've got to indulge.

Killers of the Flower Moon
Read the series with over 100 thousand five star ratings ★★★★★ across all platforms. Readers love being a part of the
Grey Wolves Pack! This is one of my absolute favorite series. Quinn has a way of telling a story with so much emotion you
can almost feel what the characters feel. She tells the story with great detail and enthusiasm. ~Amazon verified review.
This collection includes the first six books of the series at a discount of 50% off the regular price. Prince of Wolves Blood
Rites Just One Drop Out of the Dark Beyond the Veil Fate and Fury The Grey Wolves series follows the adventures of three
high school seniors, Jacque, Jen, and Sally, as the girls are introduced to the hidden world of the Romanian grey wolves. The
grey wolves' universe is populated with dominant male Alpha werewolves who slowly succumb to the darkness within them
unless they find their true mates. It just so happens these three ladies are destined to become true mates to some of the
most powerful males in the Canis lupus world. But destiny won't be fulfilled without a fight. Female Canis lupus are few and
far between, and sinister dominant wolves will rise to challenge for the right to mate with these new, unique females. Then
ensuring chaos will undermine the strength of the packs, just when a new threat to the Canis lupus world emerges, one that
can only be defeated by the strength that comes from the special union of true mates. What readers are saying: ★★★★★
All-time favorite Wolf Series ★★★★★ My new favorite series! ★★★★★ this book was my escape from all of it The way Fane
and Jacquelyn meet is right out of every girls' dreams.. ★★★★★ This book is completely awesome I'm loving the series
can't wait to read the next one I totally recommend this book. If you like shifter novels, then you'll love the Grey Wolves
Series. Don't start this series unless you're ready to join the pack. You will get hooked!
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His Blue Moon Princess
Way up in the sky, a little girl sits by herself in a field filled with sparkling jewels. She is the Little Moon Princess. When one
day a sparrow comes to visit, she confides in him that even though she's a princess, she still gets scared of the dark. With
the help of her new friend, will the Little Moon Princess find a way to light up the sky so she's no longer afraid?

Once Night Falls
Private Investigator Alynna Chase's life is turned upside down when she meets charming and sexy Lycan bodyguard Alex
Westbrooke.When a chance encounter unleashes her shifter side, Alynna Chase discovers the secret world of werewolf
clans living right under everyone's noses. Not only is she a full-blooded Lycan, but she's also a fabled True Mate offspring,
born of a human mother and powerful Alpha father. She finds herself in the center of Lycan society, sought-after by eligible
males, but also in danger from unknown forces trying to harm her so the Alpha of New York assigns her a bodyguard. She
feels drawn to the sexy, broody Lycan,, but he's strictly all-business, hell bent on protecting her while keeping her at arm's
length.Alex Westbrooke knows that Alynna could never be his. With her position so high up in clan hierarchy, he could only
dream of possessing her. But the attraction between them is too powerful, and he risks everything to have her, even for just
one night.When a threat to the clan and Alynna's life draws them closer together, Alex vows to do anything to protect her,
even risk getting too close and defying Lycan tradition and hierarchy.With so many things at stake, will their affair end in
disaster or have these two lonely souls found what they've been looking for?

Thicker Than Blood
As plague ravages the overcrowded Earth, observed by a ruthless lunar people, Cinder, a gifted mechanic and cyborg,
becomes involved with handsome Prince Kai and must uncover secrets about her past in order to protect the world in this
futuristic take onthe Cinderella story.

One True Mate
An old bamboo cutter finds a tiny child in the hollow of a bamboo stalk. Thus begins the beloved story of the Moon Princess,
whose unearthly beauty brings her fame and would-be husbands from throughout the land. An old bamboo cutter finds a
tiny child in the hollow of a bamboo stalk. Thus begins the beloved story of the Moon Princess, whose unearthly beauty
brings her fame and would-be husbands from throughout the land, but whose destiny shines far off in the sky. The delicate
color and detail of Kancho Oda's illustrations, painted over half a century ago,
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Moon Princess
When Lucy Hunt is informed by her boss she will be accompanying him on a weekend long conference; she wonders how
she will be able to keep her thoughts on her work. Vivid dreams of all the things she would like to do to Mr Casey have
given her many sleepless nights. A weekend in his company sounds like heavenly torture. Blake Casey is all business and
no play. Could his shy and bashful PA be the one to change all that in just a weekend? When the company goes Out on
Business, fantasies are experienced, stockings are worn and suits are torn apart. Let Casey advertising company give you a
pitch you won't want to forget.

His Mate and His Mistress
The heavens were a stainless blue, and the Moon shone out of them arrayed in silvery garments. One by one the sky’s
matchless jewels, the stars, peeped out, studding that great ceiling with flashing diamond-points, until the whole dome was
a glittering mass of blue and silver. Calm and majestic the Moon glided over her star-studded pathway; but, in spite of her
glorious beauty and brilliancy, she was really sad and sick at heart. Ethelda, her best beloved, the youngest and dearest of
her children, had just made a request the granting of which caused her that night bitterest sorrow. Ethelda had asked no
less than this: to visit the Earth and spend her honeymoon there! Prince Dorion came with a great retinue of knights, all
dressed in shining gold wrought in the Sun’s fiery furnace, and bringing wonderful jewels to his bride. The Moon Queen, not
to be outdone in magnificence, showered silver in plenty upon them both, and bade one hundred of her loveliest maidens
accompany the bridal pair upon their journey. And so they set off across the heavens on their way to Earth….. But what
adventures await the young couple? How will the little folk, the fairies, like this? Will the Prince and the Princess’ brilliance
overshadow Earth’s Fairy King and Queen, annoying them, or will they be welcomed with open arms? Well, the only way to
find out is to download the book and read this wonderful tale of fairies, fairy Kings and Queens and fairy Princes and
Princesses. 10% of the profit from the sale of this book will be donated to charities. ============ Abela Publishing –
Publishing Yesterday’s books for Today’s Charities 10% of the book’s profit is donated to charities. ============
ABOUTH THE AUTHOR Edith Ogden Harrison (November 16, 1862 – May 22, 1955) was a well-known and prolific author of
children's books and fairy tales in the early decades of the twentieth century. She was also the wife of Carter Harrison, Jr.,
five-term mayor of Chicago. KEYWORDS/TAGS: The Moon Princess, Fairy tales, fairytales, children’s stories, bedtime stories,
fables, Asgard, beach, beautiful, bride, brilliant, cave, circle, clouds, colors, colours, companions, crimson, daughter,
diamonds, Prince Dorion, dwarf, Earth, Princess Ethelda, fairies, Fairyland, flowers, forest, Fronto, golden, handsome, happy,
heart, heavens, jewels, joy, King, Queen, ladder, lake, love, magician, magnificent, maiden, Majesty, marry, mermaids, mist,
mountains, music, Ocean, Oswald, palace, pink, pleasure, rainbow, rescue, Selene, shine, Silver, skies, soft, sparkling,
splendor, sprites, Star, stones, Sun, sword, thousands, valley, veil, voice, waves, wedding, wicked, yellow
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Unchosen
"YOU BROKE THE RULES, LITTLE HUMAN. I OWN YOU NOW." I am an alpha wolf, one of the youngest in the States. I can pick
any she-wolf in the pack for a mate. So why am I sniffing around the sexy human attorney next door? The minute I catch
Amber's sweet scent, my wolf wants to claim her. Hanging around is a bad idea, but I don't play by the rules. Amber acts all
prim and proper, but she has a secret, too. She may not want her psychic abilities, but they're a gift. I should let her go, but
the way she fights me only makes me want her more. When she learns what I am, there's no escape for her. She's in my
world, whether she likes it or not. I need her to use her gifts to help recover my missing sister-and I won't take no for an
answer. She's mine now. Publisher's Note: Alpha's Danger is a stand-alone book in the Bad Boy Alpha's series. HEA
guaranteed, no cheating. This book contains a hot, demanding alpha wolf with a penchant for protecting and dominating his
female. If such material offends you, do not buy this book.

The Moon Is a Harsh Mistress
From Washington Post and Amazon Charts bestselling author Mike Omer comes the chilling conclusion to Zoe Bentley's
decades-long nightmare. A murderer who drinks his victim's blood? FBI profiler Zoe Bentley and Agent Tatum Gray thought
they'd seen it all, but this young woman's barbaric murder is especially hard to stomach. They didn't expect to work this
case. But vampirism aside, the murderer's MO is identical to that of Rod Glover--the serial killer who's been pursuing Zoe
since childhood. Forensics reveals the murder to be his work, but not his alone; desperate to fulfill his sick purpose, he has
taken on an equally depraved partner. Zoe's own frustration grows after another woman turns up dead and drained--and
another goes missing. Time is running out: Zoe knows her own death will be the climax of Glover's sinister play, which has
been unfolding for twenty years. To stop Glover and his vile partner, she'll need to plunge deep into their motives; but this
means drawing ever closer to becoming another casualty of a dark, dark thirst.

Into the Light
Alyson's Noel's bestselling Immortals series has been hailed as "addictive", "beautiful", "haunting" and "mesmerizing". In
the second instalment, Ever can bring her family back from the dead - but only if she's willing to sacrifice the guy she loves
more than life itself. Just as Ever is learning everything she can about her new abilities as an immortal, initiated into the
dark, seductive world by her beloved Damen, something terrible is happening to him. As Ever's powers are increasing,
Damen's are fading - stricken by a mysterious illness that threatens his memory, his identity, his life. Desperate to save
him, Ever travels to the mystical dimension of Summerland, uncovering not only the secrets of Damen's past - the brutal,
tortured history he hoped to keep hidden - but also an ancient text revealing the workings of time. With the approaching
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blue moon heralding her only window for travel, Ever is forced to decide between turning back the clock and saving her
family from the accident that claimed them - or staying in the present and saving Damen, who grows weaker each day

Alexander Hamilton
A one-armed computer technician, a radical blonde bombshell, an aging academic, and a sentient all-knowing computer
lead the lunar population in a revolution against Earth's colonial rule

Run with the Moon
Sienna's mum has disappeared in China, and her dad's employed a horrible nanny, Ling, who Sienna finds increasingly
suspicious. She follows a trail of clues with her invisible dog to a mysterious moonlit temple and a priceless statue. Can she
puzzle it out in time?

かぐやひめ
THIS IS THE THIRD INSTALLMENT IN THIS SERIES and CAN STAND ALONE. The Story of ALPHA, CALL, OMEGA & LION ALONG
WITH A COUPLE OTHER FAVORITESIt's been a couple years since Commander John Marion - the US Navy's most decorated
SEAL - hung up his dog tags, choosing his cherished Alpha over war.Call and Alpha have settled comfortably into their
carefree lives nestled in the mountains of South Carolina. No more combat for the Commander and no more ordered killings
for the deadliest assassin in the world.However, nothing stays peaceful forever.When Alpha's brother Omega comes to their
secluded home with a distressing message from their Order, Alpha has to answer the call. But what neither of them expect
is for the Order to send them a new assassin, one just as deadly as both of them, to seek their counsel and bring them back
Persia.Lion's commanding presence was not at all what any of them anticipated. Especially Omega. Lion realizes what
Omega is to him right away, but the stubborn man fights his every advance. Lion knows he and Omega have to connect if
they're going to be victorious. He was sent to bring back an army but if he can't get his cherished to yield to him, they are
sure to fail.Call refuses to let Alpha fight a gang of rebel assassins without him. Omega will fight by his brother's side, no
matter what and Hawk saw them coming for his help before anyone else. Together they'll fight the toughest opponents
they've ever faced. As always these badass warriors are up for the challenge. This book ends in an HEA and does not end in
a Cliffhanger. This book contains graphic violence

A Rizer Wolfpack Series
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I tug till my head's black and blue! But nothing can tame This wild, curly mane! Curly haired girl does everything she can to
straighten her stubborn curls-after all, everywhere she looks she sees heroines with smooth, silky hair. Then one day, a
bigger bully comes along and everything changes! A humorous tale of self-acceptance. And of hair, lots and lots of glorious
curly hair!

Cinder
They're the black sheep--the bad boys every good girl wants to have hold her, touch her, take her, love her. . . "I have some
spare beer, if you're interested. . ." I'd know that voice anywhere, and every time I hear it, it makes me sweat. If you saw
Donovan MacLeod, trust me, you'd need a change of clothes, too. It's been eighteen years, but he's got the same cocky
swagger, silver-gray eyes, and sexy smile that promises a whole lot of trouble. Not that I'll ever find out because he loathes
me--thinks I'm some spoiled princess. So, there's something I've just got to ask. . . "Why are you here, Donovan?" Well, Kate
Sutherland, how about, I've fantasized about you for eighteen years? Or, I wanted to remember how it feels to need a cold
shower every time you flick that perfect blond hair out of your blue eyes? Yeah, good answers, but truth is I came back to
help, because I think you're in for some trouble. My bad-boy gut says you're gonna need me--in more ways than one. . .

Fated Mates
Quests are overrated All his life, Prince Rupert thrilled in the glorious exploits of his royal ancestors. Finally embarking on
his own heroic journey, Rupert realizes there’s a lot the minstrels leave out of their songs. On the hunt for a mythical
dragon, besieged by demons, and navigating the cursed Darkwood with a smart-mouthed unicorn, Rupert is becoming
somewhat disenchanted with legends. But even if he succeeds, peril awaits, because the king never intended for his spare
heir to return from this fool’s errand. Now, with the help of a few unusual allies, Rupert must make up the story as he
goes--outmaneuvering assassins, thwarting the voracious spread of the Darkwood, and grappling with rumors of a powerful
evil’s return. Rupert may not be the hero Forest Kingdom wanted, but at this rate, he’s the only one they’re going to get.
New York Times bestselling author Simon R. Green’s trademark wit and genre-twisting narrative sparkles in Blue Moon
Rising, the first book of The Forest Kingdom series.

Christmas at Claridge's
Book 1 of 3- A contemporary fiction novel that touches on many different genres- fantasy, suspense, historical and more.
Great for YA/Adult readers. This book is filled with thought provoking imagery that will change your view of people in your
life. Books 2 & 3 to be released soon. If you had the ability to change someone's fate would you? Excerpt: Vivid dreams
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plagued me throughout the night; I could only vaguely remember the earlier ones, but the last nightmare had woken me
abruptly this morning leaving me gasping for air. It had started simply enough, I was walking through a long meadow, my
hands outstretched, brushing the waist high grass. The sun was warm on my face. It was summertime, and I wore a thin
blue cotton dress adorned with tiny white flowers, wide straps across my shoulders, the material tickling my calves. My hair
was long and caught in a warm breeze, the chocolate brown tendrils spinning like a kite tail behind me. Gabriel materialized
in the field, his blue eyes matching the bright sky. His smile was mesmerizing, his skin glowing. It was a radiant shine that
brightened the day even more. He wore brown pants and a plain white cotton shirt with no collar that was open at the
throat as if the clothes were from a different time. When I noticed him, his hands reached for me. I started towards his
direction, slowly at first and then picking up speed. The grass swished around me, and it was soft under my bare feet. The
faster I went the further away he was. He encouraged me, "Run, Jenna." I smiled and tried to sprint. My foot became
tangled in the grass, and I spilled forward, twisting, and the meadow cushioned my fall. He was beside me in an instant,
catching my head before it hit the earth. His right hand grabbed mine, clutching it to his chest in a tender embrace.
Gabriel's face was over the top of mine, a concerned worry pulling his mouth into a frown. I dissolved into a fit of giggles,
and he laughed with me. He stared at me with such a longing; I shivered even now. Gabriel's expression became serious,
and before I could question him, he kissed me. I relished his warm lips as they push against mine, capturing the moment
like a photograph in my head. He pressed harder and then pulled away quickly. When I opened my eyes his gaze was still
upon me, but his features were now dark, and his crystal irises clouded with worry. He whispered, "Run, Jenna." Suddenly I
found the pasture empty; Gabriel was nowhere in sight and in my hand there was a strange coin. Frightened, I tried to
shout for him, but I couldn't form any words. The green grass suddenly faded to grey and then to bare dirt. Surveying my
surroundings, I was shocked to find that I was in the middle of a cemetery with tombstones sticking at awkward angles out
of the ground. A scream froze in my throat as I stumbled to my feet. My dress was dirty, and my feet caked with soil. I
stumbled along, angry raindrops falling from a threatening sky. The field was filled with hundreds of memorials, and I ran,
weaving between them, careful not to touch a single granite stone. Ahead of me was a large tree, thick and black, ominous.
Under it, I could barely make out a figure in the pouring rain. As I got closer, I swore it was my father's stature, facing away
from me. I moved towards it, trying to make it to safety as lightning cracked overhead. Mud flung from my feet, leaving
spotted dots on my dress but I didn't care. My slick, dirty hand grasped the token, my hair now soaked. I came to stop
outside of the perimeter of the tree, a distinct line between wet and dry, like a waterfall with shelter behind it. I stood
trembling, the rain coming down in sheets, the body just out of reach. I took a breath and reached through the water
curtain touching the person's arm. As they turned, I gasped

Blood Moon
The best presents can't be wrapped "This was where her dreams drifted to if she didn't blot her nights out with drink; this
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was where her thoughts settled if she didn't fill her days with chat. She remembered this tiny, remote foreign village on a
molecular level and the sight of it soaked into her like water into sand, because this was where her old life had ended and
her new one had begun." Portobello - home to the world-famous street market, Notting Hill Carnival and Clem Alderton.
She's the queen of the scene, the girl everyone wants to be or be with. But beneath the morning-after makeup, Clem is
keeping a secret, and when she goes too far one reckless night she endangers everything - her home, her job and even her
adored brother's love. Portofino - a place of wild beauty and old-school glamour. Clem has been here once before and
vowed never to return. But when a hansome stranger asks Clem to restore a neglected villa, it seems like the answer to her
problems - if she can just face up to her past. Claridge's - at Christmas. Clem is back in London working on a special
commission for London's grandest hotel. But is this really where her heart lies? PRAISE FOR KAREN SWAN "Deliciously
glamorous, irresistibly romantic " Hello! "Hide indoors with a glass of wine and lose yourself in this" Heat "I loved it I was
caught on page one and didn't put it down until I finished it" Liz Fenwick, author of The Cornish House "Sheer escapism"
Bella magazine

Pleasures of the Night
Osage County, Oklahoma, in the 1920s was where the richest people per capita in the world were to be found. The reason ?
Oil. After oil was discovered beneath their land, the Osage Indians had untold wealth. Then, one by one, they began to be
killed off. The family of an Osage woman, Mollie Burkhart, became a prime target, her relatives shot or poisoned. And, as
the death toll climbed, the FBI took up the case and began to expose one of the most chilling conspiracies in American
history. Based on years of research.and startling new evidence, this is a masterpiece of narrative non-fiction, as each step
in the investigation reveals a series of sinister secrets and reversals. Killers of the Flower Moon is utterly compelling, but
also emotionally devastating.

Moon Called
I wish the stories wouldn't end, I laughed and fell in love with all the characters. I read the whole series in one sitting. What
would really happen if mankind found out shifters lived among us? Find out in this hot and steamy Paranormal Romance
series what happens when the world is flipped onto its head. Governments, and cities are toppled. Humans become the
minority. The world seems dark to the humans who have survived. Mankind was not made to buckle, there are still many
who stand up. Only where is the right place to make a stand, and for who? Love is found in the most unexpected of places.
It is what drives us all and what inspires the characters in this series to stand where no one else has dared to stand, dead
center. This boxset series contains elements of suspense, passion, spies, werewolves, shifters you've never heard of,
destined mates and powers that will have you reading in a hurry to find out what will happen next. All five books in the
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series are included in this set. Love Beyond the Wall Sight of Love Claimed by Love In Love with the Enemy Love for you
Alone Climb the wall with Cara, face the demons in the night with Angeline, be claimed with Onyx, fall with Nora, and Risk
everything with Nicloe! Each book ends with a happily ever after and can be read alone or concurrently. Ratings coming
back on this series are in the five-star majority, with an overall star rating of four point five. Don't miss this smoking hot
Paranormal Romance series that people are already talking about.

The Black Sheep And the Princess
This book is uniquely original and can be personalized with any girl's name. How fun is that? Over 500 book names already
published on Amazon! Think of the possibilities: baby or shower gifts, birthdays, a special something from grandma, and
more. You can purchase the book's title as shown (this book is in AVERY'S NAME), OR you can request a new book be
published in the name you desire. It's easy to order in 3 steps: 1. Go to estorytime.com BEFORE placing your Amazon order
to let Melissa know the name you want personalized on your book. 2. Click on the "Personalize It" tab and add the name
and book title you would like. Send this information to Melissa. 3. Melissa will take care of the rest. She will publish your
new book title on Amazon, and once published, will get a link from Amazon to email to you. Once you receive this link, you
can order your book just like any Amazon product. Easy! We've taken the worry out of the process and your child will be
thrilled with the final product. Who doesn't like to see their name on the cover or hear it related throughout the story? The
author, Melissa Ryan, is the mother of five children and knows the importance of reading to your little ones. It instills a love
of books and fosters an active imagination in the youngest of readers. Help start them on a path of discovery with Melissa's
stories. The tale of Avery is perfect for bedtime, especially when unleashing the child's wonder by using her own name. This
is a book that can be enjoyed over and over again, and will be remembered long after the last page is read and the lights
turned out. Goodnight Avery and the Moon is beautifully illustrated with full color images that will hold your child's attention
while you read the delightful story. Walk along with Avery through a day of happy smiles, sleepy-eyed dreams, and a
bedtime that's sure to please. She will capture your heart, and the moments spent reading it together will build fond
memories that will be cherished throughout the years. This is just one of several books offered by Melissa in her everexpanding children's book series. You'll learn to love and appreciate the extra attention that goes into each volume. Special
care is taken to keep the child's heart at the center of each story, helping them build character and learn something along
the way. Help that special child in your life reach for the stars, and let Goodnight Avery into your home to cast a moonbeam
over the most precious of your possessions. Build a binding relationship with the power of readingyou'll look back in awe at
the foundations you've built. Please customize and purchase this book for a special little girl in your life today. Tags: Avery,
personalized children's books, personalized gifts, personalized baby gifts, personalized, bedtime stories, bedtime story, 1st
birthday gifts
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I Hate my Curly Hair
Xavier Blackwood is the man every girl at my college dreams about at night, myself included but I'd never let anyone know
that.Standing at 6'8 with steel grey eyes he's a walking wet dream but he's also a world-renowned a-hole.Who would have
thought one night after dragging myself home after doing double shifts at the diner I'd be jumped by three men only to
have Xavier come to my rescue. Oh yes, Xavier bloody Blackwood saved my life but the thing I saw, the CREATURE that
ripped those men to shreds wasn't the Xavier everyone knows.He wasn't humanHe was a wolf, a demon, a creature from
myths and it was the most amazing sh*t I've ever seen until he attacked me too and knocked me out.Humans that learn
about the existence of werewolves have to die. There are NO exceptions.So you see, sometimes the person that saves you
only CONDEMNS YOU to a worse hell.

The Little Moon Princess
From the Queen of Feel-good Fiction! Lara Cliffe and her three friends are off on a mini break for her hen party. It's three
weeks before her wedding to 'Steady Freddie', one of the kindest men on the planet. But something is worrying Lara. Her
friends say it's wedding jitters, but she isn't so sure. Fifteen years ago the love of her life, Danny Belfont, walked out on her
three weeks before their wedding and she has never been able to fully get him out of her heart. Then, on the overnight
ferry, Lara finds out that Danny is playing in the onboard band and he spots her in the crowd. Will she meet him the next
night to talk? As the wonderful city of Amsterdam works its magic on Lara, she tries to sort out her thoughts. And if fate has
brought Lara and Danny back together is it really for love or for something quite different?

Blue Moon III
A harrowing historical novel of the extraordinary acts of ordinary people in Nazi-occupied Italy. Italy, 1943. Luca Benedetto
has joined the partisans in their fight against the German troops ravaging the shores of his town on Lake Como. While
risking his life to free his country, Luca is also struggling to protect Sarah, his Jewish lover who's hiding in a mountain cabin.
As the violent Nazi occupation intensifies, Luca and Sarah fear for more than their own lives. In the heart of their village,
their mothers have also found themselves vulnerable to the encroaching Nazis. But Luca's mother, undeterred, is devising
her own revenge on the occupiers. With Mussolini deposed and Allied armies fighting their way up the peninsula, the fate of
Italy hangs in the balance, and the people of Lake Como must decide how much they're prepared to sacrifice for family,
friends, and the country they love. The most trying of times will create the most unexpected heroes and incredible acts of
courage in this stirring narrative as seen through the eyes of those devastated by war-torn Italy.
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Blue Moon II
Jamie Ness is homeless and on the run. His father attacked him which left no choice but for Jamie to leave everything
behind. He's going as far as his two feet will take him, to put as much distance between himself and his past as he can. His
deepest fear is that his father will realize the mistake he made in throwing away the only money coming into their home
and hunt for him. Putting distance between his father and wherever he stopped was his greatest priority. After walking for
days, it was impossible to turn down a hot meal when Chris Rose pulled up at his side on the outskirts of a town he didn't
know. Offering the young man a helping hand was ingrained in Chris. Something to eat, a warm bed, and safety, even if he
could only get Jamie to agree to one night. He would have offered that and more to the young man with the shadowed
eyes. Except more trouble was looming for the younger Jamie, and nothing in his life could have prepared him for Chris's
secrets.

Two Moon Princess
_________________ ‘Thank goodness for Katie Fforde, the perfect author to bring comfort in difficult times. She really is the
queen of uplifting, feel good romance.’ AJ PEARCE _________________ Three years ago, Bella Castle left her home town
nursing a broken heart over Dominic Thane. Now she has a new job she loves, selling houses in the Cotswold countryside.
And her boyfriend, Nevil, has just proposed. They're just right for each other, Bella tells herself. So why doesn't she feel
happier? Then Dominic turns up unexpectedly. And Bella begins to ask herself whether Nevil really is her perfect match
after all Country cottages, romance, humour and making dreams come true: a wonderfully romantic novel from the #1
Sunday Times bestselling author of A Vintage Wedding, A Rose Petal Summer and A Springtime Affair _________________ The
whole world loves Katie Fforde's work: 'Like a good wedding, it will leave you wiping away the tears' SUNDAY EXPRESS
'Modern-day Austen. Great fun' RED 'Katie’s writing is life-enhancing and, like the love affairs, delicious. I enjoyed every
minute!'ELIZABETH BUCHAN 'Top-drawer romantic escapism' DAILY MAIL 'Warm, brilliant and full of love' HEAT 'Delicious gorgeous humour and the lightest of touches' SUNDAY TIMES 'Effortlessly lovable, warm and fun' CLOSER 'Curl up on the
sofa with this book and dream delightful' THE LADY 'Deliciously enjoyable' WOMAN AND HOME 'Uplifting and delightful' HOT
BRANDS COOL PLACES

A Passion for Him
THIS INSTALLMENT OF BLUE MOON CAN STAND ALONEThe Story of: HAWK, PIERCE, SHOT & FOX ALONG WITH THE OTHER
BEASTMASTERSPierce aka Strategic Intelligence Specialist, Backhander is back to flush out some of the DEA's most
notorious criminals, and he has one helluva' team backing him up. The country's most decorated Navy Sealsthe
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Beastmasters. Pierce is more than capable of doing his job, but he has one insanely hot distraction that continuously causes
him to second guess his hidden orientation. Dane Aramis, call-sign, Hawk. Hawk can see what most people can't, and
whether his sexy Pierce wants to admit it or not, he can see the brilliant man's desire runs deep for him. However, when
Pierce and the Beastmasters are on their final assignment, the last person they expect to encounter with the opposition is
rogue assassinOmega. The man is unstoppable, and when he comes too close to what Hawk holds dear, the Beastmasters
call on the only man that can control the lethal assassin. Omega's faster, deadlier brother, Alpha.Bringing Alpha back into
society may be disastrous for everyone involved. But, Hawk is willing to take that risk to keep Pierce safe.

The Grey Wolves Series Books 1-6
STRANGER He wears a maskand he is following her. Staring at her like no other man since Colin. But Colin is dead and
Amelia believes she will never again shiver with pleasure, never again sigh his name. LOVER Until her masked pursuer lures
her into a moonlit garden and a single, reckless kiss. Now she is obsessed with discovering his identity. Perfectly attuned to
his every desire, his every thought, she will not stop until she knows his every secret. Praise for Sylvia Day and her novels
“Bared to You obliterates the competition . . . unique and unforgettable.” —Joyfully Reviewed “Terrific. Readers will have a
passion for Sylvia Day’s fine historicals.” —Midwest Book Review on A Passion for Him “Brilliantly blends danger and desire
into an intrigue-rich, lushly sensual love story.” —Booklist on A Passion for Him

THE MOON PRINCESS - A Fairy Tale
Lizzie O'Malley is back with a purpose in life. Still flighty and unpredictable, she knows that loving and losing Teagan
Gallagher has changed her life forever. As she navigates her new life in Boston as a full time working mother, she promises
herself she will never fall in love again. But can she keep that promise after meeting Nick Sawyer, the gorgeous Texan who
has fallen for her? Follow Lizzie to Ireland where she struggles with tragedy and rediscovers herself all over again.

Blue Moon: The Immortals 2
THE FIRST MERCY THOMPSON NOVEL! Moon Called is the novel that introduced Patricia Briggs’s Mercy Thompson to the
world and launched a #1 bestselling phenomenon Mercy Thompson is a shapeshifter, and while she was raised by
werewolves, she can never be one of them, especially after the pack ran her off for having a forbidden love affair. So she’s
turned her talent for fixing cars into a business and now runs a one-woman mechanic shop in the Tri-Cities area of
Washington State. But Mercy’s two worlds are colliding. A half-starved teenage boy arrives at her shop looking for work,
only to reveal that he’s a newly changed werewolf—on the run and desperately trying to control his animal instincts. Mercy
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asks her neighbor Adam Hauptman, the Alpha of the local werewolf pack, for assistance. But Mercy’s act of kindness has
unexpected consequences that leave her no choice but to seek help from those she once considered family—the
werewolves who abandoned her “In the increasingly crowded field of kick-ass supernatural heroines, Mercy stands out as
one of the best.”—Locus

Prisoner of Night
Kelsey Adams is alone, and has been since childhood. Running away is all she knows and necessary to preserve her
deepest, darkest secret. She can not afford for anyone to get close, or know about the monster within. But when she lands
a lucrative job as an administrative assistant to Kyle Westin, CEO of the Westin Foundation, her life changes and
everything's at stake. Can she conceal her growing feelings and her true self from this enigmatic, strong willed man, or will
her world fall apart? Kyle Westin, an alpha male who always gets what he wants, has watched and waited for the little shewolf he knows is his perfect mate to show any signs of recognition. For two years he endures her unnecessary formality and
daily rejections with a patience he did not he possessed. But even Kyle had his limits. Can he make Kelsey notice him as
someone other than her boss and break down the walls she built around her heart? Or will Kelsey do what she has always
done --- run?

The Little Dreams of Lara Cliffe
The story continues with the trials that interrupt Adelina and Demitrey's "Happy ever after".Our fearless leaders are faced
with both new and old enemies. Some they can see, and others they cannot. When the Past comes back to haunt them,
Demitrey must learn what it really means to be an Alpha, while he finds himself growing into the husband and father he was
meant to be. Adelina gains a first seat glimpse into Demitrey's past, but that's not the only past she had to revise, in order
to know her full potential as Luna.Together they must risk everything by taking on an enemy that could destroy everything
they worked for, not to mention the possibility of the leaders losing themselves along they way. Yet, they risk it all for the
sake of their Daughter, family and pack. They must also risk everything to achieve the impossible: A true alliance between
a werewolf Pack and a Vampire clan. New treaties and new enemies. Old foes and new battles. Aged scars, and new battle
wounds. What could once be trusted, was now in question. And what was once believed to be real, turned out to be the
complete opposite. These moon crossed lovers find themselves so close to peace, yet so far.New relations, and deadly
betrayals. Love. War. Temptation. Lust. Blood shed. All the ingredients needed for the thrilling roller coaster that is
Demitrey's and Adelina's lives.Join these Moon-crossed Lovers on yet another adventure, and buckle up, it's going to be a
bumpy ride.*This story has been revised and edited**This story follows the sequel "His Mate and His Mistress: The Rise of a
Luna**This story is the third installment in the "His Mate and His Mistress" series*
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Luna Rising
From #1 New York Times bestselling author J.R. Ward comes an unforgettable story of passion and vengeance in the world
of the Black Dagger Brotherhood. When Ahmare’s brother is abducted, there is nothing she won’t do to get him back safely.
She is unprepared, however, for the lengths she will have to go to save his life. Paired with a dangerous but enticing
prisoner, she embarks on an odyssey into another world. Duran, betrayed by his father, imprisoned in a dungeon for
decades, has survived only because of his thirst for vengeance. He has been biding his time to escape and is shocked to
find an unlikely and temporary freedom in the form of a determined young female. Battling against deadly forces and facing
unforeseen peril, the pair are in a race to save Ahmare’s brother. As time runs out, and the unthinkable looms, even true
love may not be enough to carry them through.

Out on Business
To Andrea, the life of a princess is not a dream; it's tedious and stifling. But the certainties of her life, both good and bad,
are thrown into chaos when she accidentally travels to an alternative world, from a cave on a forbidden beach in her
family's kingdom to the warm and carefree life of Southern California. Then a careless visit to the cave results in terrible
consequences: a brewing war between kingdoms, her sister's love for the wrong man, Andrea's own conflicted feelings for
an enemy leader, and dark family secrets exposed. Andrea needs to act to resolve problems which she helped to create,
and she faces many difficult choices, torn between duty and desire on so many levels. Readers will enjoy the mix of
traditional elements of the fantasy genre, with fresh ideas and a look at our culture through the eyes of a stranger.

Goodnight Avery and the Moon, It's Almost Bedtime
There are sensuous pleasures that can only be tasted in the night . . . He comes to her in the twilight between sleep and
consciousness to fulfill her secret desires. Lyssa Bates has never experienced such ecstasy, brought to her by a man whose
deep, soul-penetrating blue eyes hold the promise of tempting intimacies and decadent pleasures. But this stranger, this
lover, this immortal seducer is only a dream—a phantom of her nocturnal fantasies—until he appears, inexplicably, at her
door in the flesh! Lyssa aches for the reality of him, but there is grave danger in surrender. Because Captain Aidan Cross is
on a mission, and the passion that consumes them both, body and soul, could have dire consequences in a world of dreams
. . . and in the waking one as well.

The Little White Horse
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Nora just wants to survive. Her own brother betrayed her in the worst way possible, her pack despises her. She's on her
own and helpless. But how come her last and only chance at life turns out to be an even more dangerous mate? The Black
brothers are cruel, merciless and their Blood Moon Clan is the most powerful werewolf pack of all in Silver City. A fateful
meeting with Damian Black on that one rainy night might change her whole life A paranormal werewolf Romance that
already conquered 3 millions of readers online!

Alpha's Danger
The #1 New York Times bestseller, and the inspiration for the hit Broadway musical Hamilton! Pulitzer Prize-winning author
Ron Chernow presents a landmark biography of Alexander Hamilton, the Founding Father who galvanized, inspired,
scandalized, and shaped the newborn nation. "Grand-scale biography at its best—thorough, insightful, consistently fair, and
superbly writtenA genuinely great book." —David McCullough “A robust full-length portrait, in my view the best ever
written, of the most brilliant, charismatic and dangerous founder of them all." - Joseph Ellis Few figures in American history
have been more hotly debated or more grossly misunderstood than Alexander Hamilton. Chernow’s biography gives
Hamilton his due and sets the record straight, deftly illustrating that the political and economic greatness of today’s
America is the result of Hamilton’s countless sacrifices to champion ideas that were often wildly disputed during his time.
“To repudiate his legacy,” Chernow writes, “is, in many ways, to repudiate the modern world.” Chernow here recounts
Hamilton’s turbulent life: an illegitimate, largely self-taught orphan from the Caribbean, he came out of nowhere to take
America by storm, rising to become George Washington’s aide-de-camp in the Continental Army, coauthoring The Federalist
Papers, founding the Bank of New York, leading the Federalist Party, and becoming the first Treasury Secretary of the
United States.Historians have long told the story of America’s birth as the triumph of Jefferson’s democratic ideals over the
aristocratic intentions of Hamilton. Chernow presents an entirely different man, whose legendary ambitions were motivated
not merely by self-interest but by passionate patriotism and a stubborn will to build the foundations of American prosperity
and power. His is a Hamilton far more human than we’ve encountered before—from his shame about his birth to his fiery
aspirations, from his intimate relationships with childhood friends to his titanic feuds with Jefferson, Madison, Adams,
Monroe, and Burr, and from his highly public affair with Maria Reynolds to his loving marriage to his loyal wife Eliza. And
never before has there been a more vivid account of Hamilton’s famous and mysterious death in a duel with Aaron Burr in
July of 1804. Chernow’s biography is not just a portrait of Hamilton, but the story of America’s birth seen through its most
central figure. At a critical time to look back to our roots, Alexander Hamilton will remind readers of the purpose of our
institutions and our heritage as Americans.
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